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ATTENTION:  In an effor t to stay up to date with contemporary 

trends in business, we will be adjusting Revco’s hours of operation to 

match those of other successful companies, as shown above.  Please 

address all comments and complaints to the management for review. 



Significantly Reduce the Cost of Distributing  

Power From Your 3-Phase PDU to the Rack 
The Zonit zPDS is the Latest Evolution of Power Distribution to the Rack 

zPDS brings complete three-phase, A-B pow-

er redundancy into your rack at half the cost 

and more effectively than traditional distribu-

tion. It saves space by replacing Remote Pow-

er Panels (RPP’s), whips, and busway. And 

with features like automatic three phase load 

balancing, it’s safer and more reliable.  

The Z-PDS outputs a wide variety of single or three-phase power. A single z-

PDS can feed 1-6 racks depending on your power density needs with 5-35kW 

per rack. Can be rack mounted and easily redeployed as needed. While z-PDS 

is compatible with all standard power distribution methods including whips, 

busways and RPP’s, it can also replace them making installation a snap.  

Key Benefits of z-PDS: 

 Reduces installation and operating costs associated with traditional 

power distribution - z-PDS saves you money! 

 Increases available breaker positions and frees data center floor 

space - z-PDS maximizes space utilization at the panel  

 Improves safety and reliability of your electrical infrastructure - z-PDS 

eliminates the need to de-energize panels and automatically balances 3-

phase loads 

Output Receptacle Options: 

For 60 Amp Inputs: (6) 20A L21 or  L22, or , (4) 30A L21 or  L22, or , (12) 

20A C19 

For 30 Amp Inputs: (4) 20A L21 or  L22, or , (4) 20A L21 or  L22 & (6) 5-15 

This:     Instead of this: 

 

 

 

 

Call me today to learn how the z-PDS can save you time and money. 
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